PART VI – BLM MANAGEMENT
Given the size and nature of event activities, and BLM permit fees exceeding $1.4
million, the event commands much public visibility. Past efforts have focused on law
enforcement rather the special recreation permit stipulations that ensure both visitor
safety and resource protection. To meet challenges presented by the proposed
population increase, it is critical BLM to closely monitor, document and enforce the
permit they issue.
A. MONITORING & DOCUMENTATION
The use of geospatial tools was explored for real-time monitoring during BM 2006 and
2007. GPS-cameras greatly improved the efficiency of the staff allowing organized
studies to address concerns. In 2008, monitoring was contracted to the former BLM
employee who developed and led monitoring efforts the previous 2 years. Reports
published for these 3 years concluded that short-term impacts were minimal, but
cumulative, long-term impacts addressed by the EA were ignored

9-11

. Monitoring data

for BM 2009-11 was collected by internal BLM staff and volunteers but results were
never compiled or published.

B. ENFORCEMENT
2010 Metropolis theme
from Stipulations
GENERAL
1. Black Rock City LLC (BRC) is required to manage its advance ticket sales in a manner to keep the maximum population of
the event from exceeding 50,000 participants.

The population limit of 50,000 participants was closely approached or exceeded every
year of the permit. Most years lacked an action plan and reporting procedures should
Burning Man tickets exceed 50,000 people during the event. After the event, the
consequences for failing to stay below the limit were none.
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C. NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE’ – NOT!
It is generally assured a permit will be issued. While part of EA process is to consider a
‘No Action Alternative’ (i.e. no permit, no event), this is not an option for many reasons.
1. It is assumed a permit will be issued
Every year, a majority of the non-refundable tickets are sold before the annual trash
transect is even scheduled. BLM lacked time to author a new EA for BM 2011, that
event was permitted under an extension of the 2006-10 EA. However, before this
decision announced, the initial round of tickets had already been sold. 40,000 tickets
were sold for BM 2012 well before the preliminary draft EA was completed and posted
online at the contractor’s Colorado office.
2. BLM must issue a permit
Burning Man has evolved on the Black Rock. Even with the $1,400,000+ permit fees
paid to BLM and the various local economies it boosts, it probably could not find a home
elsewhere at its present size. Lacking a permit, many would still come to the desert.
Neglecting to issue a permit to Burning Man would leave BLM liable for the resulting
resource damage and compromised visitor safety. There is no choice but to issue a
permit to Burning Man. The alternative to no permit would be unthinkable…..or
perhaps something similar has arrived as discussed in the next section.

D. OUTSIDE OF BLACK ROCK CITY
With the recent ticket fiasco, many have inquired about the required distance for
camping on the desert but outside Black Rock City. With a potentially large numbers of
campers on the desert outside the provisions provided by the Burning Man
infrastructure, operating plan and permit the potential for resource damage and concern
for visitor safety is high. It is NOT an option to close desert to non-ticket holders Labor
Day weekend. BLM has faced similar issues in the past, but this issue has now been
brought to forth even more so.
These ‘organized groups’ could and (maybe) should apply for a SRP but the reality is
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that BLM permit requirements (organized/advertised group, commercial, competitive
and vending) are too vaguely defined are unclear, and the process requires more lead
time afforded between now and Labor Day 2012. Previous similar past experiences
have proven to be quite a management challenge 1. Burning Bush
In 2004, artists gathered on the Blue Wing playa for weekend. The organizers were
encouraged to work with BLM to obtain a permit but eventually, the event disappeared.
2. 4th of J’Playa
For many years, BLM has yet to be able to locate ‘organizers’ of the now annual 4th of
J’Playa event that attracts thousands to the Black Rock.
3. Smoke Creek alternative event
Online postings appeared for an alleged rogue event on the nearby Smoke Creek
desert for those who did not receive or pursue BM 2011 tickets. No attendees were
found but the possibility prompted BLM to post a federal closure on the nearby Smoke
Creek Desert 48 and patrol the area.
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